Relative motion at the bone–prosthesis interface
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Summary

Bone ingrowth in porous surfaces of human joint implants is a desired condition for long-term fixation in patients who are physically active (such as in sport or work). It is generally recognized that little actual bone ingrowth occurs. The best clinical results report between 10 and 20% of the total prosthetic surface in contact with bone will feature good bone ingrowth. One inhibiting factor is the relative motion of the bone with respect to the implant during load-bearing. This study investigated mathematically the interface micromotion (transverse reversible relative motion) between a flat metal tibial prosthetic surface of a prototype implant, and the bone at the resection site. The aim was to assess the effect of perimeter fixation versus midcondylar pin fixation and the effect of plate thickness.

Results showed that in the prototype design the largest reversible relative bone motion occurred at the tibial eminence. By design, the skirt fixation at the perimeter would prevent bone motion. A PCA (Howmedica Inc.) prosthesis has been widely used clinically and was chosen for a control because its fixation by two pegs beneath the condyles is a common variation on the general design of a relatively thick and stiff metal tibial support tray with pegs in each condylar area. The PCA tibial prosthesis showed the largest bone motion at the perimeter along the midcondylar mediolateral line, while being zero at the pegs. Maximum relative bone motion for the prototype was 37 μm and for the control was 101 μm. Averaged values showed the prototype to have 38% of the relative reversible bone motion of the control (PCA).

Relevance

This work attempts to minimize (or control) the reversible bone motion that occurs at the implant–tissue interface by containing the lateral motion of the resected tibia while at the same time allowing the gross physiological bone motion of the proximal tibia. This is clinically relevant as the small bone–implant interface motion is more conducive to bone ingrowth and therefore improves fixation in biologically anchored implants.
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Introduction

Total knee replacement (TKR) has proved to be successful in older patients¹. As prostheses were implanted in younger patients, long-term problems arose due to failure of the bone–cement interface². These problems initiated a search for alternative fixation methods, such as hydroxyapatite and calcium phosphate coatings, porous coatings and press-fit systems³⁴. Initial results with porous coatings were poor: bone ingrowth was limited, if present at all⁵. Often fibrous tissue was formed between prosthesis and bone⁶. Stress shielding was recognized as a possible inhibitor of bone ingrowth⁷,⁸ while excessively high stresses led to loosening of the tibial component⁹. In addition excessive relative motion between implant and bone was recognized as an important negative indicator even though bone ingrowth can occur in the presence of some very small movement (up to 28 μm) experimentally¹⁰¹¹. Lewis et al.⁹ compared six tibial
component design configurations using finite element analyses and reported a single-post, metal-backed design provided the lowest system stresses overall. More specifically metal components provide lower bone stresses than polyethylene components and one-piece designs give lower bone—cement interface stresses compared with those with separated condylar components. The objective of this study was to compare the influence of different design parameters on the relative motion at the interface between tibia and tibial plateau implant. Two implants were used: the porous coated anatomical (PCA) tibial component (Howmedica Inc.) as a control and a new, more flexible tibial implant design (QUE).

Long-term irreversible relative motion, or migration, between prosthesis and bone is distinct from immediate reversible relative motion which occurs in reaction to load. The latter should be more important in the initial phase of bone remodelling, and therefore the purpose of this study is to quantify the reversible relative motion.

Several authors have tried to measure reversible relative motion. Ryd et al. measured it in vivo through roentgenstereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA) while others studied it in vitro through direct measurement. Although roentgenstereophotogrammetric analysis is an appropriate method it may not be accurate enough to measure motions smaller than 0.5 mm that may occur in reversible relative motion. In Ryd's cases all reversible relative motion was thought to take place within radiolucent zones, representing the soft tissue of the interface. Although this situation was not necessarily clinically unstable, it could not be considered ideal, and the magnitude of motion would be expected to be much larger than in the case of solid bone ingrowth.

In-vitro measurements of reversible relative motion in locations other than the free edges often involved damaging the bone and/or prosthesis. Most experimental methods have measured only a few points, making it difficult to show general trends. Also, difficulty in controlling surgical technique, loading conditions, and individual specimen variations made comparison of limited value. Furthermore, these methods were not suitable to analyse the effect of iterative changes in designs, as each experiment was time-consuming, unique, and expensive.

In orthopaedic research, finite element modelling (FEM) is a flexible tool for assessing parameters that are otherwise difficult to measure. A choice must be made in FEM between two-dimensional (2D), axisymmetric, and three-dimensional (3D) modelling. Because of greater accuracy and simplicity at similar cost 2D or axisymmetric modelling is often preferred over 3D modelling. The drawback of 2D and axisymmetric models is validity: most biomedical structures and loading conditions are three-dimensional and can only be roughly represented by a 2D model. 2D models have been used to study reversible relative motion. However, since bone and prosthesis have intricate 3D shapes a 3D model was generated for our study. 3D models were reported by Strickland et al. and Natarajan and Andriacchi. An attempt to validate a 3D model for the calculation of relative motion was undertaken by Tissakht et al. They compared in-vitro measurements with a 3D FE model and found that the model predicted both trends and magnitudes of relative motions fairly well. Material properties of bone and FE models were not mentioned, especially the Poisson's ratio, which may have an effect on the stresses and strains.

Because bone is highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic, properties vary strongly from individual to individual and within each individual specimen. This, and the limitations of FEM in general, made it desirable that the study be done only in a comparative and qualitative manner.

Methods

The ANSYS finite element program was used. The tibial geometry was a version of the model developed by Little et al. (Figure 1). In this work the proximal 100 mm of the tibia was modelled, since the influence

Figure 1. Tibial model by Little et al. used in this study. The top of the tibia ('cut off'), including the simulated cartilage load, has been removed to receive new implant and then only local modifications to the shape have been made to accommodate prosthetic fit.
The geometry of the new design (QUE) was taken from the working drawings (Figures 2 and 3). The prosthesis was made up of 98 4-noded quadrilateral shell elements for the base plate, in combination with 30 2-noded beam elements to model the rims and knife edge. The elements within the outline of the prosthesis were generated to match the underlying bone elements. The prototype design was made of titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V, ASTM F136) with a Young's modulus of 117 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.

The PCA geometry was taken from measurements on a large size implant (Figure 3). The model was made up of 133 4 noded quadrilateral elements for the base plate in combination with 40 2-noded beam elements for the small rim surrounding the porous coating. Pegs were not modelled directly, but their influence was accounted for by generating a rigid area at the appropriate peg locations of the model. The elements within the outline were generated to match the underlying bone elements, except one node which was moved to facilitate screw fixation modelling in the proper location. This prosthesis was made from cobalt chromium alloy (ASTM F75-2) with an elastic modulus of 200 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.

The interface was modelled using 105 and 142 2-noded non-linear interface elements (Stif 52 in ANSYS) for the new QUE design and the PCA model respectively. The interface elements had the capability experimentally from hardness/indentation tests, varying from approximately 11 MPa for trabecular bone to 7056 MPa for the epiphyseal and metaphyseal shells. Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.3 in the entire bone model unless otherwise stated.

The geometry of the new design (QUE) was taken from the working drawings (Figures 2 and 3). The prosthesis was made up of 98 4-noded quadrilateral shell elements for the base plate, in combination with 30 2-noded beam elements to model the rims and knife edge. The elements within the outline of the prosthesis were generated to match the underlying bone elements. The prototype design was made of titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V, ASTM F136) with a Young's modulus of 117 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.

The PCA geometry was taken from measurements on a large size implant (Figure 3). The model was made up of 133 4 noded quadrilateral elements for the base plate in combination with 40 2-noded beam elements for the small rim surrounding the porous coating. Pegs were not modelled directly, but their influence was accounted for by generating a rigid area at the appropriate peg locations of the model. The elements within the outline were generated to match the underlying bone elements, except one node which was moved to facilitate screw fixation modelling in the proper location. This prosthesis was made from cobalt chromium alloy (ASTM F75-2) with an elastic modulus of 200 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3.

The interface was modelled using 105 and 142 2-noded non-linear interface elements (Stif 52 in ANSYS) for the new QUE design and the PCA model respectively. The interface elements had the capability...
Table 1. Current FE models studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Base plate thickness (mm)</th>
<th>E (GPa)</th>
<th>Fixation type</th>
<th>Screw fixation</th>
<th>Bone Poisson's ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUE1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Knife edge</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Knife edge</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>No rims</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Knife edge</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to model sliding with or without friction and lift-off between the prosthesis and bone surfaces. The frictionless case was considered in this study because this condition would yield the maximum relative motion at the interface similar to a clinically loosened prosthesis or initial fixation. Otherwise, an iterative solution would have been necessary for the non-linear interface elements. To limit calculation times the bone model was condensed into one superelement or substructure. This did not affect the accuracy of the results.

The bone model was fully constrained at the distal end. According to the Saint Venant's principle, this would have a negligible effect on the results at the proximal end. The influence of pegs and knife edge was accounted for by generating constraint equations which coupled the movements of nodes forming knife edge or pegs to the movement of the bone, thus enforcing the local reversible relative motion to zero.

Only an axial loading was applied, resulting in a force of 2500 N or approximately three times body-weight. This excluded effects of important clinical loading occurrences on, for example, the posterior part of the prosthesis, or eccentrically, more load on the medial condyle than the lateral condyle, and vice versa.

Half of the force was borne by the medial side, the other half by the lateral side. The UHMWPE load-bearing articulating surfaces were not modelled, but their effect was accounted for by determining the load redistribution to the metal base plate or backing of the tibial prosthetic component. To find the load distribution a separate model was generated of a circular UHMWPE pad, radius 12.4 mm and thickness 8 mm. Young's modulus of the UHMWPE was 500 MPa, Poisson's ratio 0.3. The contact area between the femoral condyles and polyethylene pads was 120 mm² for the medial side and 90.8 mm² for the lateral side. The shape of the contact area was approximated by a circle. Because the exact nature of the pressure distribution on the top of the pads was unknown, several pressure distributions were applied: hemispheric (Herzian), parabolic and the distribution resulting from a uniform displacement (rigid die) on an elastic foundation. Although the resulting pressure distributions on the articular surface of the pads differed significantly, the pressure distributions at the bottom of the pads all had approximately the same shape. Only moderate differences in peak pressure and load-bearing area were indicated. Because an assumed Herzian distribution at the articulating surface was thought to be the most natural load distribution considering the shapes of common articulating prostheses, the pressure distribution resulting from it was used for the model loading on the metal backing. The peak pressure on the metal backing was approximately 9 MPa. The resulting load distribution area was approximately 344 mm² on the medial side and 225 mm² on the lateral side.

Apart from the method of fixation there are other parameters that would influence the reversible relative motion, such as the geometry and material properties. To investigate these influences, a series of studies were done as illustrated in Table 1. The base plate thickness and the porous coating thickness of the PCA were each 1.5 mm, resulting in an overall thickness of 3 mm. In the PCA1 and PCA3-5 models it was assumed that the stiffness contribution of the porous coating was negligible, resulting in an effective thickness of 1.5 mm. In the PCA2 model, full porous coating...
To investigate the influence of stiffness caused by the presence or absence of a cruciate retainment cut-out, models of the PCA with knife-edge fixation (PCA4) and the new design with peg fixation (QUE4) were generated. Little is known about the Poisson’s ratio of trabecular bone. Measurements on femoral trabecular bone\(^{25}\) showed variation from 0.01 to 0.34. In the original bone model, only one value of 0.3 was incorporated. Since the Poisson’s ratio was expected to influence reversible relative motion, a bone model similar to PCA1 but with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.0 was also generated as a comparison.

**Results**

The first calculations for the new design (QUE1) showed that at the anterior and posterior surfaces the bone was not expanding but contracting (Figure 4). This contradicted the assumption that was made when the constraint equations were generated. Originally the knife edge was connected to the bone over the full length, but the knife edge was incapable of constraining inward motions or separations with the bone. Therefore all nodes were released (i.e. gap elements were generated in those nodes) where inward motion was detected.

This transverse A–P contraction was almost non-existent in the PCA1 and PCA2 models (Figure 5a, b). The contraction was largest in the PCA3 where a Poisson’s ratio of 0.0 was assigned to the bone (Figure 6) to study the sensitivity of the model.

Lift-off is not accounted for in the values of reversible relative motion mentioned below. Results showed very little lift-off in all the models under an axial compressive loading.

The absolute magnitude of the reversible relative motion was plotted along a medial–lateral mid-condylar line (Figure 7a) and along posterior–anterior paths for both medial and lateral condylar areas (Figures 7b and 7c). The basic difference between the two modes of fixation showed up in the large relative bone motion of the PCA at the perimeter along the medial–lateral mid-condylar line (Figure 7a). In the middle of each condyle the peg fixation constrained bone motion. The flexible QUE1 design restricts the transverse relative bone motion at the perimeter and allows the bone to move elsewhere with the largest motion at the tibial eminence (edge of the central cut-out). The posterior bone in the QUE1 model showed relative motion of 25–35 µm at the knife edge boundary as it was allowed to move inwards freely from the knife edge (Figures 7b and 7c). The PCA models showed large reversible relative motion at the perimeter, a sharp decrease to zero as the path intersected through the peg areas and limited reversible relative motion between the pegs. The difference between the PCA1 and PCA2 models was relatively small.

The QUE1 model showed much smaller overall relative reversible motion except in the central areas where, in the PCA1 and PCA2 models, the pegs had a strong restraining effect. Along the posterior–anterior paths, the value of bone motion for all models was smaller at the anterior surface than at the posterior surface.

**Figure 5.** Reversible relative motion between the bone and metal base plate for (a) the PCA1 model (1.5 mm plate thickness), and (b) the PCA2 model (3.0 mm plate thickness).

**Figure 6.** When the bone was assigned a Poisson’s ratio of 0.0 rather than 0.3, reversible relative bone motion increased significantly in the A–P direction (compared with Figure 5).
Figure 8 shows the axial displacement of the prostheses due to loading. All cases indicated tilting with the posterior part sunk more than the anterior and the lateral side lower than the medial side. The plots also indicate metal plate flexing under load.

Average and maximum relative reversible motion was calculated for all models. Average motion was defined as the sum of all relative displacements (absolute magnitudes) as calculated for the gap elements, divided by the total number of gap elements. Zero motion as a result of constrained nodes was not counted. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Stiffer models with the same fixation method predicted less reversible relative motion. This is in accordance with findings in the literature. The values for QUE1, QUE2, QUE3, and PCA4 showed the effect of knife edge perimeter fixation and the difference from the models not having a perimeter knife edge was mechanically significant; however, vigorous statistical analyses was not pursued.

**Discussion**

The numerical data presented in this study should be used for qualitative comparisons of one prosthesis design concept over the other. Absolute values were affected by element mesh density, simplifications in geometry, bone material characterization and joint loading.

Other model characteristics which give some indication of model accuracy and validity are model and total element strain energy, sums of the applied and reactive forces, sums of element forces (product of normal stress and element surface area) at selected levels, and the continuity of nodal displacements across element boundaries. All of these aspects behave well in the present model.

Element density was insufficient to give accurate stresses in any specific area of the implant and bone. Specific local displacements were similarly affected but global displacement patterns gave a clear insight into the differences in performance between the new QUE design and a commercial tibial implant (PCA).

The bone model geometry was developed from an average-sized tibia judged to be normal (free from malformation) by orthopaedic surgeons participating in our research. There are obvious differences in tibial geometry and bone material properties between persons. Here, the same bone model was used in all comparisons, thus excluding individual bone variations from the study.

Heterogeneous distribution of cancellous bone stiffness was considered the most important factor in load-bearing analysis. Therefore, in principle each element in our model representing cancellous bone was assigned its own stiffness value. Cortical bone values represented the distinct elasticity values of the epiphyseal, metaphyseal, and diaphyseal regions. The cortical shell in the epiphyseal area (the 10–20 mm most proximal part) was essentially kept at the same
value as the hardest and stiffest cancellous bone. However, anisotropy was not accounted for as its effect is not an overriding one. Also, for the cortical bone, the anisotropy had little effect if loading was directed along the long axis of the bone, as was the case in this study. The bone was considered linearly elastic with values for the cancellous bone derived from hardness testing and values for cortical bone from the literature. It was assumed that linear elasticity was valid at physiological loading rates.

**Knife edge versus peg fixation**

From the results of the axial loading case, the knife edge provided better resistance to reversible relative motion than peg fixation in all the models examined. The difference in average reversible relative motion between a prosthesis with peg fixation and one with a knife-edge fixation was minimally 49%. The difference peaked at 77% between Models PCA3 and PCA4. Both models had an assumed thickness of 1.5 mm with PCA peg fixation in the PCA3 and perimeter knife edge fixation in PCA4.

The largest amount of bone movement in the peg fixation models took place at the medial and lateral perimeters. This was also the area where the knife-edge design eliminated reversible relative motion, explaining the effectiveness of the knife-edge fixation. In effect, the knife edge forced bone and prosthesis to expand together under load.

If relative bone motion impedes bone ingrowth, it should be suppressed, particularly at the perimeter where maximal fixation strength is needed to counteract rotation, tilt, and shear of the prosthesis. The new design appeared to be highly effective in suppressing transverse bone motion under axial loading.

The reversible relative motion between the pegs of models PCA1 and PCA2, and at the perimeter, was comparable with in-vitro studies by Tissakht et al.

Prosthesis flexibility, especially out of plane, is

---

**Table 2.** Average and maximum magnitudes of reversible relative motion. Bold models QUE1 and PCA1 represent actual designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Average (μm)</th>
<th>Maximum (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUE1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For variation in the reversible relative motion at each nodal point, see Figures 4–6. Also, the average motion is a deterministic value and is not meant as a statistically relevant value.
thought to be important for physiological load transfer, as the prosthesis design attempts to mimic the subchondral bone plate it replaces. Increased stiffness of the prosthesis decreased relative reversible motion but only slightly, as shown in the comparison between the PCA1 (1.5 mm) and PCA2 (3 mm) models (Figure 7).

The influence of in-plane stiffness became clear when the QUE2 and the PCA4 were compared. Both models had the same fixation method (with knife edge), the same Young's modulus of 200 GPa, and the same base plate thickness of 1.5 mm, but a very different in-plane stiffness, because of the presence or absence of a cruciate retention cut-out. The decrease in stiffness caused by the cut-out resulted in a 15% higher average reversible relative motion. This might be an indication that when possible (in the absence of cruciate ligaments) a prosthesis with a higher in-plane stiffness, and therefore without a deep cut-out, should be used.

Figure 8 shows a cupping effect under load of the 1.5 mm-thick prosthesis models (QUE1 and PCA1). When the porous coating was assumed to be fully contributing to the metal stiffness of the prosthesis (PCA2), the cupping effect almost disappeared. It is unclear how a composite metal plate of 1.5-mm cast Co-Cr alloy with 1.5-mm sintered beads would react under load with respect to flexural stiffness. If the beads do stiffen the prosthesis, they are therefore subjected to high inter-bead stresses. If on the other hand the effect of the beads were negligible, the beads would have zero transverse interaction in flexion. The latter is only conceivable if the bead network had been broken in fatigue, or transverse bonding was never fully developed. It is therefore realistic to assume that the PCA prosthesis had an actual stiffness between these extremes as described in models PCA1 and PCA2.

Deflexions of 160 to 340 μm in the proximal–distal direction (Figure 8) include deformation of the 100-mm tibial bone under load. A line connecting the medial and lateral margins of the QUE1 model and the PCA1 and PCA2 models would indicate relative displacement values of the metal tray itself. The same method of referencing would be of use in the posterior–anterior direction. This indicated a cupping effect under load medially of approximately 120 μm for the new design (QUE1) as measured from the posterior–anterior reference line (Figure 8b). This cupping is important as it promotes load sharing by the cancellous bone with the epiphyseal and metaphyseal shell.

The influence of an anterior screw used in PCA fixation on reversible relative motion was small; the decrease in average reversible relative motion was 7%. This was explained by the fact that the screw is placed in what was almost a plane of symmetry of relative reversible motion as was illustrated in Figures 4–6. However, the screw has a function in out-of-plane initial fixation that was not included in this study.

The influence of the Poisson's ratio on the average reversible relative motion was small. Although Figure 6 showed a clear change in localized reversible relative motion magnitude and direction, the average magnitude stayed virtually the same when the Poisson's ratio was changed from 0.3 (PCA1) (Figure 5a) to 0.0 (PCA5) (Figure 6). The maximum value of reversible relative motion, however, decreased by 24% (Table 2).

The posterior to anterior contraction of the bone was probably caused by the specific tibial geometry, i.e. the widening or transverse flaring of the tibia proximally, which will contribute the mediolateral widening as a result of bending under load with anterior–posterior contraction occurring at the same time. The overall expansion of bone as a result of Poisson's effect would compensate for the anterior–posterior contraction. When the Poisson's ratio was changed to zero, the expansion due to the Poisson's effect was thereby eliminated and only the effect of the specific geometries on bending expansion as a result of tibial mediolateral bending was left. This led to significant posterior–anterior contraction in the PCA5 model, which was, apart from the Poisson's ratio of the bone, identical to the PCA1 model.

Apart from possible influence of local material properties, tilting was also caused by the specific bone geometry with the proximal flaring out and widening of the tibial bone on the posterior side. The posterior–anterior tilt was between 180 and 230 μm as measured from the highest anterior point in Figures 8b and 8c. The medial-to-lateral tilt was approximately 120 μm as measured from Figure 8a.

It should be noted that the phenomena of the contraction of bone and the tilting of the prosthesis could not have been revealed in a 2D or axisymmetric analysis, thus supporting the choice of 3D models in our study.

In conclusion, it has been shown that reversible relative bone–prosthesis motion is sensitive to the means of mechanical fixation of the prosthesis in knee arthroplasty. Only lately are quantitative data published on micromotion threshold values for bone ingrowth. Burke et al.30 reported a threshold of 40 μm, below which bone ingrowth took place. Pilliar et al.11 has evidence that 25 μm is the threshold value. Both values indicate that a perimeter fixation as shown in the QUE1 model appears to maintain micromotion values below the threshold.
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